
SKILLS SHARE

A few tips, and some creative prompts

On writing



Today's skills
share
Five tips when writing - and editing 
 
Creative exercises to get your brain
firing



Write drunk, edit sober.
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Tip one
Number vs amount

Number: something that can be counted in units
 
Number of options
Number of likes
Number of cats interrupting Zoom meetings
 
Amount: something that cannot be counted in units
 
Amount of water 
Amount of light 
Amount of  uncertainty



Tip two

 
Here is an example of a sentence case title
 
This is Not Sentence Case
 

Our blog

On our blog, we use sentence case for all
titles.

Consistency in t it les

Make sure you use capitalisation
consistently in titles throughout documents
and when publishing articles on websites.



“Who” should always refer to a person or
people. If you speak about an organisation or
company, even though it is made up of
people, the thing itself is not a person, and
should therefore be referred to as “that”.
 
For example:
 
The lucky companies that have been able to
stay open during these challenging times are
the ones that are able to operate while their
employees work online from home.

Tip three
Who vs that



Tip four
Put the most important instruction at the start of  a
sentence

Simply email us at info@allicanthinkaboutispizza.com or give us a call on
(011) 555 1234 to order. 
 
VS
 
To order email us at info@allicanthinkaboutispizza.com or give us a call on
(011) 555 1234.



Tip five
Split  infinit ives

This happens when you insert a word (usually an adverb) between an
infinitive and a verb.
 
E.g. She seemed to really like it.  
 
Unless the alternative sounds really clumsy, try and avoid using this
construction. 
 
 
 
 



When it'shard to
be creative.. .
I'm going to give you a prompt. 
You'll have 30 seconds to think. 
Then I'm going to ask for your answers.



A prompt...
Someone is cl imbing out of the window.. .

Who is he?
What is he carrying?
Where is he going?



A prompt...
You're standing next to Nikki  as she sets
up the f lower arrangement on a wedding
table.

What do you hear? 
What do you smell? 



A prompt...

It 's  a few months before
lockdown. You don't  know
about coronavirus yet.  
 
You get a visit  from May
2020 you. 
 
 

Future you is not allowed to
explain anything, but can offer
one piece of advice. What is it? 


